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Paramedic CAT (Critically Appraised Topic) Worksheet 
 

Title:  call it something obvious…tell us exactly what your CAT is about 
 
 
Report By:   
 
2nd Party Appraiser:  Jen Greene 
 
Clinical Scenario:  “You arrive to a scene/patient….. Paint the picture as to why we are interested to read your CAT. 
 
 
 
 
PICO (Population – Intervention – Comparison – Outcome) Question: 
Here write the PICO you used as your question. 
 
 
 
 
Search Strategy: 
Here copy/paste the EXACT search string you used in PubMed. 
 
 
 
Search Outcome: 
How many “hits” did this search come up with? 10...? 2679…? 
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Relevant Papers: 
AUTHOR, DATE POPULATION: 

SAMPLE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

DESIGN (LOE) OUTCOMES RESULTS STRENGTHS/ 
WEAKNESSES 

 
 
 
 

      

 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
 

     

 
 
Comments: Any additional information about your search results. 
 
 
 
Consider: Why would you NOT change practice, based on these articles? 
 
 
 
Clinical Bottom Line: Give me a one-two liner on the answer you found. 
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References: YOU MUST CITE YOUR SOURCES! NO credit given to those who do not give credit to the authors.  
That said, don’t worry too much about format, just try your best. Many sites will give you the citation right on the 
page.  


	AUTHOR DATERow1: Skorodin,1995
	POPULATION SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICSRow1: 72 patients. Inclusion: AECOPD, PEF <250, >35 yo, met the dx criteria for chronic bronchitis and/or emphysema as defined by the American Thoracic Society. Exclusion: fever, hypotension, CRF, clinical sx pneumonia, PEF >500 after standard dose of albuterol.
	DESIGN LOERow1: I
	OUTCOMESRow1: Change in dyspnea, MIP, MEP. PEF, hospital admission, return visits
	RESULTSRow1: Statistically significant difference in PEF (P= 0.03). No significant differences for dyspnea, MIP, MEP, hospitalization or return visits/ 2 weeks.
	STRENGTHS WEAKNESSESRow1: S - Only a single treatment prior to the intervention, Eliminated confounders that wouldn't be expected to respond to MgSO4 (pneumonia)    W - 'standard care' was less than expected (perhaps related to the age of the study), small sample size with only 2 women (VA Hospital), didn't differentiate between types of COPD (ie emphysema & chronic bronchitis) or exclude asthma specifically
	AUTHOR DATERow2: Mukerji, 2015
	POPULATION SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICSRow2: 33 patients. Inclusion: >35 yo, AECOPD, FEV1 <50% expected Exclusion: unable to do spirometry, pneumothorax, hypotension, any other serious medical condition, hx of 'asthma-type’ COPD, need for mechanical ventilation or NIV
	DESIGN LOERow2: III
	OUTCOMESRow2: Change in FEV1 &/or FVC, hospital admission & LOS, Need for NIV or mechanical ventilation
	RESULTSRow2: Improved FEV1 & FVC at 2 hrs post MgSO4, no statistically significant difference in other markers
	STRENGTHS WEAKNESSESRow2: S - Well designed double blinded protocol with multiple quality checkpoints & clearly defined 'standard care', eliminated asthma from the COPD optionsW - Very small sample size, did not exclude possible infectious causes, large block of prepared syringes led to uneven enrollment numbers, didn't differentiate between types of COPD (ie emphysema & chronic bronchitis) 
	AUTHOR DATERow3: 
	POPULATION SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICSRow3: AECOPD = Acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary diseaseCRF = Chronic renal failure
	DESIGN LOERow3: MgSO4 = magnesium sulphate
	OUTCOMESRow3: FEV1 = Forced expiratory volumeFVC = Forced vital capacityLOS = Length of stayNIV - Non-invasive ventilation
	RESULTSRow3: MIP = Maximum inspiratory pressureMEP = Maximum expiratory pressurePEF = Peak expiratory flow
	STRENGTHS WEAKNESSESRow3: 
	Text1: Use of Magnesium Sulphate for treatment of COPD exacerbations. 
	Text2: Joan MacNeil
	Text3: A patient with COPD has flared. Standard treatment (inhaled beta agonists, oral or IV steroids and oxygen) is provided, but the patient is still wheezy and struggling to breathe. What if a dose of Magnesium Sulphate would help? 
	Text4: Would  patients being treated for a COPD flare-up respond better when Magnesium sulphate is used with standard treatment?
	Text5: (COPD or Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorder or emphysema) AND (mgso4 or MgSO4 or magnesium sulfate or magnesium sulphate) AND (IV or intravenous)
	Text6: 18
	Text7: Search results improved with addition of simple terms like intravenous, but did not completely weed out alternative administration routes. Very few well done studies resulted from the search regardless of criteria used. 
	Text8: Evidence from these studies was not yet compelling enough to convince me that IV MgSO4 should be added to the standard regime.
	Text9: There is conflicting evidence on the use of MgSO4 for COPD. More and better designed studies are required before this practicechange can be supported
	Text10: Mukerji, S., Shahpuri, B., Clayton-Smith, B., Smith, N., Armstrong, P., Hardy, M., Marchant, G., Marsh, E. (2015). Magnesium sulphate as an adjuvant therapy in acute exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: a single centre, randomised, double-blinded, parallel group, placebo-controlled trial: a pilot study. New Zealand Medical Journal. Nov 20;128(1425):34-42. Skorodin, MS., Tenholder, M.F., Yetter, B., Owen, K.A., Waller, R.A., Khandelwahl, S., Maki, K., Rohail, T. & D'Alfonso, N. (1995). Magnesium sulfate in exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Archives of Internal Medicine. Mar 13;155(5):496-500.   


